BOOK EDITING
CASE STUDY: CHILDREN'S BOOKS
COLLABORATION
OVERVIEW
Dr John Paul Wijnberg is an African doctor and father with over thirty years of
hands-on international clinical experience. His stories passionately strive to boost
and encourage children to tap their true potential and find beaming smiles within
their hearts.

“Good stories, love and laughter are great natural medicines…”
— Dr. John Paul Wijnberg

DR. JOHN PAUL WIJNBERG

Author
https://www.balibuku.com
"A deep love for yourself and your world
will come as you loosen up and start
trying to understand and accept this
world as it is, warts and all."

APPROACH
John used his own ‘dark night of the soul’ to inspire children through fictional stories
with deep life-lessons. In his children’s story book series, John takes his little readers
on exciting adventures through some of the challenges of growing up, believing in
oneself, and addressing the fear of failure.

John's Goal
It didn’t take John long to appreciate how much better writing made him feel. He
used it to channel hidden emotions and thoughts onto paper and share it with others,
albeit only to a handful of curious readers.
As an already-published author, John already had a team in place to help with the
technical aspects of his books. However, he felt the need for a second set of eyes.
John reached Lizette through an internet search when he needed someone who was
committed to providing timely, affordable, and high quality services.

Find a Team You Know, Like, and Trust
In today’s tech-savvy world, most services can be outsourced to specialist
freelancers. Because John was born in South Africa, he was comfortable hiring
Lizette. They have only communicated via email throughout their various
transactions.
“Lizette is personable, caring, and thoughtful. She responded in a very timely
manner AT ALL TIMES... considering we were in different parts of the world. She
took genuine interest in my book,” John explains.
CONCLUSION
After their first project together, John enlisted Lizette a few more times. He
explains, “I am happy with what I receive… Dedication and very high quality
services!”
John’s books are available at BaliBuku and on Amazon and are a fantastic series
to add to your little reader’s bookshelf.
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